Thriving Fantastic
Essentials

week one

conscious meals
prepare and enjoy a fresh
and healthy meal with
friends or family. share time
cooking and enjoying food
and conversation.

week two

an engaged mind
have one no-technology
day. take a day to
reconnect with yourself
and others without the
use of cell phones,
computers or TV.

week three

week four

being active
connect with your surroundings
by taking an engaged walk.
Take your time and connect
with the local plant life, your
neighbors and yourself.

one-green-step

Restart
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take a small step in the
direction of more sustainable
living. we can all make an
immediate difference in our
world by taking steps towards
more earth friendly choices.

Thriving fantastic essentials provide a foundation for mind-body vitality so you can
experience and fully express your extraordinary.
Deepen your relationship with yourself, others and our world by taking part in this simple, yet
transformational restart for your life.
Every week for four weeks, you’ll complete one restart activity. These simple yet profound steps will
increase your aliveness and bring out the fantastic in your everyday life.
Each restart activity is focused on one of the Thriving Fantastic Essentials and is designed to be an
easeful and powerful way to enliven your relationship with yourself, others and our world.

Share your experience with us by visiting us online
post videos, photos and comments!
instagram or pinterest: @micheleanddeanllc #mdrestart
twitter: @michanddeanllc
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/thrivingfantastic/
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conscious meals People who live the longest and healthiest lives in the world spend time preparing and
enjoying fresh cooked meals. In our culture we tend to eat too many fast food and restaurant meals which taxes
our budgets and our health. Enjoying foods closer to their natural state and eating home-cooked or farm-to-table
meals is a beautiful way of supporting our earth and boosting our physical and emotional well being. Conscious
meals means both choosing healthy recipes to prepare and taking our time eating, chewing and enjoying.

week one: plan and prepare a conscious meal with friends or family
Choose a new healthy recipe with different ingredients and flavors than you’re used to and invite friends or family
to cook and enjoy with you. Shop at your local farmers market or your favorite shop for fresh foods to prepare.
Spend time together cooking the meal and then enjoy savoring it while experiencing delicious conversations.
Remember to put away your cell phones so you can all be fully present with one another.

an engaged mind At its essence an engaged mind is about creating a deeper experience of our human
connection. The use of technology has interrupted our natural rhythms because we have not evolved quickly
enough as humans to keep up with the changes, and this often interferes with our relationship with ourselves,
others and our world. Balancing our use of technology so that we stay grounded in our true nature is crucial to
thriving. This might include a practice of turning fully towards others while communicating rather than having the
distraction of phones between you. Enjoying outdoor activities or creative projects also helps to cultivate an
engaged mind which increases our whole body vitality.

week two: plan a “no technology” day
Plan one day this week to put away all technology for a designated amount of time (at least 8 hours) and enjoy a
favorite or new activity. Perhaps there is a book you have been wanting to read, or a craft or home project
awaiting your attention. Or you might go dancing, hiking, biking, walking, or take a trip to a museum. Use your
imagination and enjoy some time without technology. Notice what it feels like to unplug and engage in the world
without it.
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being active Our bodies were made to move. Many cultures have become sedentary and it is literally making
us sick. And you don’t have to pump iron at the gym or run a marathon to be active. What our bodies need is to
move - taking a 15 minute walk, doing a short workout a few times a week or even working on outdoor projects
regularly will help keep our bodies healthy. Integrating activity more naturally into our days is a more sustainable
plan than trying to change overnight. Make a commitment to keep your body active in some way every day.

week three: take an engaged walk around your neighborhood
Taking an hour walk around your neighborhood is a wonderful way to connect with your surroundings and
yourself while being active. Take notice of the seasonal changes and let your mind relax and let go. Use the time
unwind and tune in with nature. Allow yourself to daydream and vision for what you want in your life and think of
all that you are grateful for. Activating our minds through physical activity is crucial to whole body vitality.

one-green-step Our relationship with the Earth matters. In order to live a vibrant and connected life, we
need a healthy planet. Keeping ourselves grounded in our natural environment nurtures our relationship with the
earth, and our true nature. Rather than feeling discouraged by the reality of environmental issues, focus on the
small steps that you can take to be more earth friendly. Simple choices like washable napkins, or using reusable
water and coffee containers make a difference. And yes, go hug a tree and show nature some appreciation, it
feels good and will remind you to be a good steward of our planet.

week four: commit to taking one-green-step
Spend time outdoors and get inspired to take one-green-step to support our earth. Sit outside, or look out a
window at a favorite tree or plant and think about steps you can take to be more earth friendly. Choose a step
that feels good and commit to it.
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For questions or to hear more about what we have to offer, email or call us:

Michele Roberts and Dean Yasuda,
Co-Founders, Michele and Dean, LLC

Thrive@MicheleAndDean.com
805-791-5095
www.MicheleAndDean.com
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